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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to communication technologies, and in particular, to a Channel Information feed-
back method, a Mobile Station, a Base Station and a Multi-Input Multi-Output system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Coordinated MIMO (Co-MIMO) is a key physical-layer technology of the IMT-Advanced standard. In a cellular
system that multiplexes frequency globally, inter-cell interference is a main factor of restricting mobile communication
performance. The conception of Co-MIMO is to coordinate signal transmission between multiple Base Stations (BS) so
as to relieve interference between cells. In a Co-MIMO system, multiple BSs coordinate to provide communication
services for multiple Mobile Stations (MS) simultaneously.
[0003] Unlike the traditional Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) precoding scheme with finite feedback of Channel
State Information at the Transmitter (CSIT) of a single BS, the Co-MIMO system is inherently characterized by: Each
channel from a coordinating BS to an MS has different quality. Consequently, the signal received by the MS from each
of different BSs has a different average Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). For the purpose of precoding design based on the
channel state, the MS needs to feed back channel state information of the channel to the BS. In the prior art, the channel
information feedback bits are allocated averagely regardless of the channel quality. As a result, the channel of high
quality and the channel of low quality have the same number of channel information feedback bits.
[0004] In the prior art, the channel information feedback bits are allocated averagely, the amount of channel state
information fed back is limited, and the feedback gain is low.
[0005] "Aspects of coordinated multi-point transmission for advanced E-UTRA" discloses several aspects of the down-
link CoMP transmission. The signal transmission aspect of CoMP falls into a typical MIMO precoding framework. This
leads to several stand control signaling aspects which are not foreign to the current release of the E-UTRA. The key
aspect involves cooperation across different cells to form a super-cell in the form of cooperative UE scheduling and link
adaptation. This involves some backhaul processing by a super-cell controller.
[0006] "Collaborative MIMO for LTE advanced downlink" discloses that Co-MIMO serves as an important supplement
to the existing single-BS MIMO techniques such as SU-MIMO and MU-MIMO. In particular, single-BS MIMO can be
used at the cell center to improve the peak data rate (SU-MIMO) and sector throughput (by MU-MIMO), while Co-MIMO
can be used at the cell edge for better ICI control and to improve the cell-edge throughput.
[0007] "Further considerations on MBSFN precoding fo DL CoMP" discloses a detailed description of proposals for
precoding schemes in DL JP CoMP. It discloses global precoding schemes, MBSFN precoding schemes, local preceding
schemes and weighted local preceding schemes.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The embodiments of the present invention provide a channel information feedback method, an MS, a BS, and
a MIMO system. Different numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to different channels dynamically
according to the channel state, and a channel state information codebook is generated according to the allocated number
of feedback bits. In this way, the channel state information of the channel is reflected thoroughly, and the feedback gain
is made full use of.
[0009] A channel state information feedback method in a Co-MIMO communication system with finite feedback, wherein
the total number of allocated bits in the cellular system is a preset finite number, the method that is provided in an
embodiment of the present invention includes:

determining, by the mobile station, size of a channel state information codebook of each downlink channel according
to the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to each downlink channel dynamically, and generating,
by the mobile station, a channel state information codebook;
determining , by the mobile station, a feedback codeword in the channel state information codebook according to
channel state information, wherein the feedback codeword is designed to feed back the channel state information; and
sending, by the mobile station, a result of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to the base
station and sending, by the mobile station, an index number of the feedback codeword to the base station, wherein
the index number is an identifier of the feedback codeword;
wherein the step of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically according
to quality of the channel comprises:
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allocating different numbers of channel information feedback bits to channels of different quality according to
a preset policy of dynamically allocating bits.

[0010] An information processing method in a Co-MIMO communication system with finite feedback, wherein the total
number of allocated bits in the cellular system is a preset finite number, the method that is provided in an embodiment
of the present invention includes:

receiving, by a base station, a dynamic allocation result sent by a mobile station, wherein the dynamic allocation
result is a result of the mobile station allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to each downlink
channel dynamically according to quality of each downlink channel; wherein the step of allocating the number of
channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically according to quality of the channel comprises:
allocating different numbers of channel information feedback bits to channels of different quality according to a
preset policy of dynamically allocating bits;
determining , by a base station, size of a channel state information codebook according to the allocation result, and
generating a channel state information codebook;
receiving a feedback codeword index number sent by the mobile station, finding a corresponding feedback codeword
in the channel state information codebook according to the feedback codeword index number, and obtaining channel
state information fed back by the mobile station from the feedback codeword, wherein the index number is an
identifier of the feedback codeword; and
performing precoding design according to the channel state information.

[0011] An MS in a Co-MIMO communication system with finite feedback, wherein the total number of allocated bits
in the cellular system is a preset finite number , the MS that is provided in an embodiment of the present invention includes:

a dynamic bit allocating module, configured to allocate the number of channel information feedback bits to each
downlink channel dynamically according to quality of each downlink channel;
a first sending module, configured to send a result of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to
a base station;
a channel state information codebook generating module, configured to determine size of a channel state information
codebook of each downlink channel according to the number of channel information feedback bits allocated by the
dynamic bit allocating module, and generate a channel state information codebook;
a feedback codeword determining module, configured to determine a feedback codeword in the channel state
information codebook according to channel state information, wherein the feedback codeword is designed to feed
back the channel state information; and
a second sending module, configured to send a feedback codeword index number determined by the feedback
codeword determining module to the base station, wherein the index number is an identifier of the feedback codeword;
wherein, the dynamic bit allocating module, specified configured to allocate different numbers of channel information
feedback bits to channels of different quality according to a preset policy of dynamically allocating bits.

[0012] A BS in a Co-MIMO communication system with finite feedback, wherein the total number of allocated bits in
the cellular system is a preset finite number, the BS that is provided in an embodiment of the present invention includes:

a first receiving module, configured to receive a dynamic allocation result sent by a mobile station, wherein the
dynamic allocation result is a result of the mobile station allocating the number of channel information feedback bits
to each downlink channel dynamically according to quality of each downlink channel; wherein, different numbers of
channel information feedback bits are allocated to channels of different quality according to a preset policy of
dynamically allocating bits;
a channel state information codebook generating module, configured to determine size of a channel state information
codebook according to the allocation result, and generate a channel state information codebook;
a second receiving module, configured to receive a feedback codeword index number sent by the mobile station,
wherein the index number is an identifier of a feedback codeword;
a feedback codeword determining module, configured to find a corresponding feedback codeword in the channel
state information codebook according to the feedback codeword index number received by the second receiving
module, and obtain channel state information fed back by the mobile station from the feedback codeword; and
a precoding design module, configured to perform precoding design according to the channel state information
obtained by the feedback codeword determining module.

[0013] A Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) communication system provided in an embodiment of the present invention
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includes at least two BSs as mentioned above and at least one MS as mentioned above.
[0014] Through the foregoing technical solutions, different number of channel information feedback bits is allocated
to each channel dynamically according to the channel state, and a channel state information codebook of a different
size is generated for each channel according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits. In this way,
the channel state information of the channel is reflected thoroughly, and the feedback gain is made full use of.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] To illustrate the technical solutions of the present invention or the prior art more clearly, the following outlines
the accompanying drawings involved in description of the embodiments of the present invention or the prior art. Appar-
ently, the accompanying drawings outlined below are illustrative rather than exhaustive. Persons of ordinary skill in the
art can derive other drawings from them without any creative effort.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a Co-MIMO communication system model according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a Co-MIMO communication system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a channel information feedback method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a channel information feedback method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a channel information feedback method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an information processing method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of an information processing method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of an information processing method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structure diagram of an MS according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic structure diagram of a channel estimating module in another MS according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic structure diagram of a BS according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic structure diagram of a BS according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a schematic structure diagram of a power allocating module in a BS according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a MIMO system according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of improving performance through a power allocation policy according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of improving performance through a power the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of improving performance through a power allocation policy according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of an information processing method according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0016] The following detailed description is given in conjunction with the accompanying drawings to provide a thorough
understanding of the present invention. Evidently, the described embodiments of the present invention are part of rather
than all of embodiments. All other embodiments, which can be derived by those skilled in the art from the described
embodiments of the present invention without any creative effort, shall fall within the protection scope of the present
invention.
[0017] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a Co-MIMO communication system model according to an embodiment of
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, in a Co-MIMO system, multiple BSs coordinate to provide communication
services for multiple MSs simultaneously. When finite bit feedback is applied, each MS needs to feed back multiple
pieces of channel matrix information (each piece of channel matrix information includes channel state information of the
channel). Therefore, the MS needs to allocate available feedback bits to each channel matrix properly so as to make
full use of feedback bits.
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[0018] For ease of understanding the Co-MIMO system intuitionally, FIG. 2 shows a communication scenario of a Co-
MIMO communication system according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 7, two neighboring
BSs coordinate to serve two MSs. In this scenario, N = 2 (number of BSs), K = 2 (number of MSs), nT= 4 (number of
transmitting antennas, and nR = 2 (number of receiving antennas). The two BSs have the same distance to MS2, but
the distance from MS1 to BS1 is shorter than the distance from MS1 to BS2.
[0019] As shown in FIG. 3, a channel state information feedback method is provided in an embodiment of the present
invention. The method is applied to the Co-MIMO system shown in FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, or applied to other communication
system such as MIMO-OFDM system, Long Term Evolution (LTE) system, or WiMAX system. The method includes the
following steps:
[0020] S101. Allocate the number of channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically according to
quality of the channel.
[0021] S102. Determine size of a channel state information codebook of each channel according to the number of
channel information feedback bits allocated dynamically to each channel, and generate a channel state information
codebook.
[0022] S103. Determine a feedback codeword in the channel state information codebook according to channel state
information, where the feedback codeword is designed to feed back the channel state information.
[0023] S104. Send a result of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits and send an index number
of the feedback codeword, where the index number is an identifier of the feedback codeword.
[0024] It should be noted that: After the BS receives the result of allocating the number of channel information feedback
bits and the feedback codeword index number in step S104, the BS generates a channel state information codebook
according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, where the channel state information codebook
generated by the BS has the same size and content as the channel state information codebook on the MS; finds a
feedback codeword in the generated channel state information codebook according to the received index number; and
performs precoding design according to the channel state information fed back by the feedback codeword.
[0025] It should be noted that: The channel quality of each channel may be obtained through channel estimation or
channel measurement.
[0026] Through the foregoing technical solutions, different number of channel information feedback bits is allocated
to each channel dynamically according to the channel state, a channel state information codebook of a different size is
generated for each channel according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, and precoding
design is performed according to the channel state information fed back by the feedback codeword in the channel state
information codebook. In this way, the feedback gain is made full use of.
[0027] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 4, a channel information feedback method is provided in an embodiment of the
present invention. The method is applied to the Co-MIMO system shown in FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, or applied to other com-
munication system such as MIMO-OFDM system, LTE system, or WiMAX system. The method includes the following
steps:
[0028] S110. Perform channel estimation according to information sent by the BS.
[0029] Channel estimation may be a process of estimating model parameters of a presumed channel model according
to received data. Channel estimation may provide channel state information required by the receiver.
[0030] After receiving the information sent by the BS, the MS performs channel estimation according to the information
sent by the BS. In an embodiment, the information sent by the BS may include a preset pilot signal. In this way, the MS
can estimate a channel between the MS and the BS through a channel estimation algorithm according to the pilot signal
preset in the information, so as to obtain channel model parameters, that is, obtain a channel matrix model. In an
embodiment, the pilot signal is periodically inserted into the information sent by the BS. In another embodiment, the
information to be sent is split into multiple data blocks beforehand, and multiple pilot signals are interpolated between
the data blocks at intervals.
[0031] The channel estimation algorithm in an embodiment may be a least square channel estimation algorithm; the
channel estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm; and the channel
estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimation algorithm or
Maximum A posteriori Probability (MAP) estimation algorithm.
[0032] In another embodiment, a training sequence is added in the information to be sent beforehand, so as to take
place of the pilot signal. In this way, after receiving the information sent by the BS, the MS can estimate the channel
between the MS and the BS through a channel estimation algorithm according to the training sequence, so as to obtain
channel model parameters, that is, obtain a channel matrix model. The training sequence in an embodiment may be
signals of continuous blocks separated from the information sent by the BS; the training sequence in another embodiment
may be inserted averagely in the information sent by the BS.
[0033] The channel estimation algorithm in an embodiment may be a least square channel estimation algorithm; the
channel estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm; and the channel
estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be an MMSE estimation algorithm or a MAP estimation algorithm.
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[0034] It can be understandable that in an embodiment, the channel estimation may be carried out through blind
estimation. Blind estimation requires no training sequence or pilot signals, and uses the inherent information of the
transmitted data to perform channel estimation. In another embodiment, the channel estimation based on pilot signals
may be combined with the blind estimation to perform channel estimation, or the channel estimation based on the training
sequence is combined with the blind estimation to perform channel estimation.
[0035] After the channel estimation, a channel matrix model between the MS and the BS is obtained, as detailed below:
[0036] Suppose that the channel estimation on the MS is perfect, for example, the MS has perfect channel state
information and path loss information. Suppose that each BS has nT transmitting antennas, and each MS has nR receiving
antennas. Through channel estimation, the channel from the transmitting antenna numbered n (transmitting antenna n)
of the BS to the receiving antenna numbered m (receiving antenna m) of the MS is expressed as Hmn, and is modeled as: 

[0037] In the formula above, dmn is a distance from transmitting antenna n of the BS to receiving antenna m of the

MS, d0 is a preset standard distance, γ is a path loss factor,  represents path fading,  represents small-scale

Rayleigh fading, and Hmn is an nR3nT dimensional matrix. Further, in another embodiment, the MS can obtain 

and  parameters according to formula (1), so as to obtain the path fading data of the channel and the small-scale

Rayleigh fading data, and obtain the channel state information such as SNR according to the fading data.
[0038] In a Co-MIMO communication system shown in FIG. 1, N BSs provide communication services for MS numbered
m (namely, MS m) simultaneously, where N is time-variant. For the MS m, N channel matrices need to be estimated,
namely, Hmn1

, Hmn2
,..., HmnN

, and all such matrices have a structure similar to formula (1). Therefore, a total channel
matrix is: 

[0039] In formula (2), each element of the channel matrix is a submatrix, and is a channel matrix between each BS
and MS m, and represents information about all channels between each BS and MS m, that is, includes information
about channels from all antennas of the BS to all antennas of the MS. Therefore, in an embodiment, the MS performs
channel estimation to obtain information such as path loss, receiving SNR, and Signal-to-Noise-And-Distortion (SINAD)
ratio; and infers the channel quality according to the information such as path loss, receiving SNR or SINAD ratio or
according to a combination of such information. In another embodiment, the channel quality may be obtained through
measurement. For example, the information such as path loss, receiving SNR, and SINAD ratio is obtained through
measurement, and then the channel quality is calculated or inferred according to a combination of such information.
[0040] S120. Allocate the number of channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically according to
quality of the channel.
[0041] In a cellular system with finite feedback, the total number of allocated bits is a preset finite number. In a Co-
MIMO communication system, the quality of each channel is not completely the same. Through a preset policy of
dynamically allocating bits, different numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels of
different quality, and feedback gain is made better use of.
[0042] Specifically, as against the averagely allocated number of channel information feedback bits, the number of
channel information feedback bits allocated to a channel of higher quality is greater. Therefore, channel information
feedback bits of the greater number bear more channel state information than the average number of channel information
feedback bits. For the channels of low quality, the average number of channel information feedback bits is enough for
bearing all channel state information. In this way, less channel information feedback bits may be allocated to the channels
in a worse state, and more channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels in a better state. In this way,
the finite total number of channel information feedback bits can be made better use of, and the channel state information
provided for the BS is as complete as possible. The BS adjusts the transmitting power according to the channel state
information so that the receiver can receive better gain as against the averagely allocated number of channel information
feedback bits.
[0043] In an embodiment, the channel quality is strongly related to the distance between the BS and the MS. Therefore,
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for an MS closer to the BS, the average SNR of the channel of the MS is higher, and the channel quality of the MS is
higher. For example, in an embodiment, two BSs, that is, BS1 and BS2, coordinate to serve one MS. When the MS is
closer to BS1 than BS2, the channel between BS1 and the MS has higher quality than the channel between BS2 and
the MS.
[0044] In a cellular system with finite feedback, the total number of allocated bits is a preset finite number. Supposing
that a total of 8 channel information feedback bits are used for feeding back channel state information, 5 channel
information feedback bits may be allocated to the channel between BS1 and the MS, and 3 channel information feedback
bits may be allocated to the channel between BS2 and the MS. In another embodiment, 6 channel information feedback
bits may be allocated to the channel between BS1 and the MS, and 2 channel information feedback bits may be allocated
to the channel between BS2 and the MS. In a cellular system with finite feedback, performance gain (SNR gain or
capacity gain) is a function of the average SNR and the number of channel information feedback bits. Therefore, the
MS allocates the number of channel information feedback bits to the channels dynamically according to the quality of
each channel, which effectively enhances the system performance.
[0045] In an embodiment, the channel quality is reflected by the information such as path loss, receiving SNR, or
SINAD ratio obtained through channel estimation (as illustrated in S 110) or measurement on the MS.
[0046] Further, to quantize the channel quality more accurately, in another embodiment, different levels of the channel
quality may be reflected by different SINRs (Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio, SINR). Therefore, according to the
SINR, through a preset policy of allocating bits dynamically, different numbers of channel information feedback bits are
allocated to the channels of different SINR. The SINR may be inferred according to the information such as path loss,
receiving SNR, or SINAD ratio, or according to a combination of such information, where the information is obtained
through channel estimation or measurement on the MS. In the following embodiments of the present invention, SINR is
used to quantize the channel quality.
[0047] For better understanding of the dynamic bit allocation scheme, in another embodiment, the Co-MIMO system
shown in FIG. 2 is taken as an example to expound the dynamic bit allocation scheme:
[0048] For ease of description, the path between MS1 and BS1 is expressed as BS1-MS1, the path between MS1
and BS2 is expressed as BS2-MS1, the path between MS2 and BS1 is expressed as BS1-MS2, and the path between
MS2 and BS2 is expressed as BS2-MS2.
[0049] The policy of allocating feedback bits dynamically is a threshold-based feedback bit allocation policy. In an
embodiment, the threshold is a SINR difference between the MS and each of different coordinating BSs. In a Co-MIMO
communication scenario shown in FIG. 2 according to an embodiment of the present invention, supposing that a total
of 8 channel information feedback bits are used for feeding back channel state information, probable combinations of
the channel information feedback bits are: (1, 7), (2, 6), (3, 5), and (4, 4). As shown in Table 1, according to the possible
combinations, the following thresholds of SINR difference are set offline:

[0050] For MS1, because its distance to BS1 and shorter than its distance to BS2, the SINR of BS1-MS1 is less than
the SINR of BS2-MS1. Therefore, we assume that the SINR difference of the path is: 

[0051] The foregoing inequality means that the SINR of MS1-BS1 minus the SINR of MS1-BS2 is greater than 5 dB
but less than 10 dB, and may be 8 dB, for example. In this case, according to Table 1, 5 channel information feedback
bits are allocated to the MS1-BS1 path to feed back channel state information, and 3 channel information feedback bits
are allocated to the MS1-BS2 path to feed back channel state information. It is understandable that if the SINR difference
between the two paths is 12 dB or 11 dB, then according to Table 1, 6 channel information feedback bits are allocated
to the MS1-BS1 path to feed back channel state information, and 2 channel information feedback bits are allocated to
the MS1-BS2 path to feed back channel state information.

Table 1

Threshold of SINR difference between MS and 
different BSs

Scheme of allocating channel information feedback 
bits

0 dB (4, 4)

5 dB (3, 5)

10 dB (2, 6)

15 dB (1, 7)
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[0052] For MS2, because its distance to BS1 is the same as its distance to BS2, according to Table 1, 4 channel
information feedback bits are allocated to the MS2-BS1 path to feed back channel state information, and 4 channel
information feedback bits are allocated to the MS2-BS2 path to feed back channel state information. It is understandable
that in another embodiment, the distance between MS2 and BS 1 is different from the distance between MS2 and BS2.
In this case, the allocation policy is similar to the allocation policy of MS1 shown in FIG. 2, and is not repeated herein.
[0053] It should be noted that the foregoing threshold is set offline (namely, preset), and the relevant information is
stored in the BS and the MS. In this embodiment, the threshold values are shown in Table 1. In another embodiment,
the preset threshold values may be different, for example, 0 dB, 4 dB, 8 dB, and 12 dB, or other preset values.
[0054] It should be noted that in another embodiment, the total number of channel information feedback bits is 10, 9,
or another value. In this case, the feedback bit combinations similar to the examples given in Table 1 exist. For example,
when the total number of channel information feedback bits is 10, probable combinations of feedback bits are (1, 9), (2,
8), (3, 7), (4, 6), and (5, 5), and the corresponding SINR difference threshold may be set to be 12 dB, 9 dB, 6 dB, 3 dB,
and 0 dB; in another embodiment, the threshold may be set to be other values. When the total number of channel
information feedback bits is another value, the settings are similar.
[0055] It can be understandable that in another embodiment, the policy of allocating feedback bits dynamically may
be set according to comparison between a ratio of SINRs of paths between the MS and different BSs and a preset
threshold. As shown in Table 2, according to probable combinations, the following thresholds of SINR ratio are set offline:
[0056] As shown in FIG. 2, suppose that the SINR of BS1-MS1 is 10 dB, the SINR of BS2-MS1 is 16dB, and the SINR
ratio is 5:8 = 1:1.6. Because 1.5 ≤ 1.6 ≤ 2, according to Table 2, 5 channel information feedback bits are allocated to
the MS1-BS1 path to feed back channel state information, and 3 channel information feedback bits are allocated to the
MS1-BS2 path to feed back channel state information.

[0057] It can be understandable that the threshold values in this embodiment are shown in Table 2. In another em-
bodiment, the preset threshold values may be different, for example, 1 dB, 1.4 dB, 2 dB, 2.4 dB; or 1 dB, 2 dB, 2.5 dB,
3 dB; or 1 dB, 1.3 dB, 1.8 dB, and 2.2 dB. When the total number of channel information feedback bits is another value
such as 10, the feedback bit combinations are (5, 5), (4, 6), (3, 7), (2, 8), and (1, 9), and the corresponding SINR ratio
threshold values may be set to be 1 dB, 1.5 dB, 2 dB, 2.5 dB, and 3 dB; in another embodiment, the threshold values
may be other values. When the total number of channel information feedback bits is another value, the settings are similar.
[0058] It is understandable that when there are 3 or more coordinating BSs, the SINR of the path from the MS to each
of different coordinating BSs differs, and the SINR ratio differs. For example, when 3 BSs exist, supposing that the SINR
ratio of the paths between the MS and three BSs is 1:1:2, if there are 8 channel information feedback bits in total, 2, 2
and 4 channel information feedback bits may be allocated to corresponding paths respectively; if the SINR ratio is another
value or the total number of channel information feedback bits is another value, the dynamic allocation policy is similar,
and can be set flexibly as required. If there are 3 or more coordinating BSs, the threshold values may be set according
to probable combinations of channel information feedback bits and according to a SINR difference between every two
of the paths or the ratio of the SINR difference.
[0059] S121. Send the result of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to the BS. In this way, after
receiving the allocation result, the BS acquires the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to the path
between the BS and the MS, and generates a channel state information codebook according to the allocated number
of channel information feedback bits, where the channel state information codebook has the same size and content as
the channel state information codebook on the MS. It should be noted that in an embodiment, the result of allocating
channel information feedback bits may be sent to the BS directly; in another embodiment, the result of allocating channel
information feedback bits may be sent to a forwarding apparatus, and the forwarding apparatus forwards the result to
the BS.
[0060] S130. Determine size of a channel state information codebook of each channel according to the number of
channel information feedback bits allocated to each channel dynamically, and generate a channel state information
codebook.

Table 2

Threshold of SINR ratio between MS and different BSs
Scheme of allocating channel information feedback 

bits

1 (4, 4)

1.5 (3, 5)

2 (2, 6)

2.5 (1, 7)
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[0061] The size of the channel state information codebook (C) of each channel between each BS and the MS is related
to the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to the channel between each BS and the MS. For example,
according to the result of channel estimation in S110, k channel information feedback bits are allocated to a channel,
and therefore, the size of the channel state information codebook of the channel is 2k. In this embodiment, different
numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels with different SINR values (which represent
the channel quality), and therefore, the channel state information codebooks of different sizes are applied to the channels
with different SINR values. In this way, the channel with a higher average SNR uses a larger codebook that includes
more codeword information.
[0062] After the size of the channel state information codebook is determined, the channel matrix estimated in the
step S110 is decomposed. In an embodiment, the channel matrix estimated in step S110 may be decomposed in step
S110; it is understandable that in another embodiment, the channel matrix may be decomposed before the step of
determining the size of the codebook, and when to decompose the channel matrix is not limited specifically. Here is an
example:
[0063] At MS numbered m, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is performed for the channel matrix Hmn of each
channel to obtain: 

[0064] After the SVD, Hm (coordinated channel matrix between MS m and all coordinating BSs) may be expressed as: 

[0065] Further, Hm is simplified as: 

[0066] In the formula above, 

[0067] In formula (7), each Vmn is a channel direction information matrix of a channel between the MS and each of
the N BSs; each Vmn includes channel direction information of each channel, namely, includes the channel state infor-
mation of all channels between each BS and the MS, or, includes the channel state information of channels between
all antennas of the BS and all antennas of the MS.
[0068] The MS needs to feed back the Vmn of each channel to the BS. However, as limited by the allocated number
of channel information feedback bits, the Vmn cannot be completely fed back to the BS directly. For example, if it takes
10 bits to feed back the Vmn of a channel, the allocated bits are not enough to feed back the Vmn if 5 channel information
feedback bits are allocated to the channel. In the embodiment of the present invention, the channel state information
codebook (C) is used to feed back the Vmn appropriately, and 5 channel information feedback bits are allocated. Therefore,
the channel state information codebook includes 25 (namely, 32) codewords in total. Compared with the solution that
does not use the codebook or applies the codebook of the same size to all channels, the solution in this embodiment
generates codebooks of different sizes dynamically according to the allocated number of channel information feedback
bits and uses the codeword in the codebook to feed back the Vmn of the channel, which makes better use of the allocated
channel information feedback bits to feed back the channel state information of the channel.
[0069] All codewords in the codebook C are compared with Vmn to obtain a best codeword, and the best codeword is
used as a feedback codeword. The index number of the feedback codeword is fed back to the BS. For example, if the
16th codeword is the best, the index number "16" is fed back to the BS, and the BS finds the codeword corresponding
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to the index number "16" and obtains relatively the most approximate message of Vmn.
[0070] In this embodiment, a Grassmannian codebook is generated through a Lloyd algorithm, and is used as a channel
state information codebook. It is understandable that in another embodiment, the channel state information codebook
may be generated through a Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA).
[0071] S140. Determine a feedback codeword in the generated channel state information codebook according to the
channel state information estimated through channel estimation.
[0072] In formula (7), each Vmn is a channel direction information matrix of a channel between the MS and each of
the N BSs; each Vmn includes channel direction information of each channel, namely, includes the channel state infor-
mation of all channels between each BS and the MS, or, includes the channel state information of channels between
all antennas of the BS and all antennas of the MS. Therefore, in an embodiment, the feedback codeword is determined
according to the Vmn of each channel. In another embodiment, the channel state information may be obtained in other
modes, for example, the channel state information may be obtained through estimation or measurement of the signal
power.
[0073] After the channel state information codebook is generated in step S130, a best codeword needs to be found
as a feedback codeword for the channel direction information matrix Vmn in order to feed back the channel direction
information included in the Vmn in the codebook C of a 2k size (k is the allocated number of feedback bits). In this way,
the feedback codeword reflects the channel state information included in the Vmn as complete as possible. Supposing
that the index number of the feedback codeword is c, the MS needs to find the feedback codeword through the following
exhaustive search and comparison: 

[0074] In the formula above, Vc is a codeword numbered c (codeword c) in the codebook C; dc(Vc, Vmn) is a chordal
distance between Vmn and Vc, and is defined as: 

[0075] In formula (9) above, the subscript F represents a norm. A norm is a measure of a function, vector, or matrix.
A norm is used to measure the distance between two functions, vectors or matrices. A vector norm is a measure of
length of a vector. The norm here represents distance between matrices, namely, chordal distance between Vmn and
Vc. In other words, according to formulae (8) and (9), the codeword Vc with a minimum chordal distance to the Vmn can
be searched out exhaustively, and the codeword is used as a feedback codeword.
[0076] S150. After the MS determines the feedback codeword, the method further comprises the step S 150. The MS
may send the index number c of the feedback codeword Vc to the BS through an uplink feedback channel. The index
number c is an identifier of the feedback codeword Vc. In all embodiments of the present invention, an index number
serves as an identifier of a feedback codeword.
[0077] It should be noted that in an embodiment, the index number c of the feedback codeword Vc may be sent to the
BS directly; in another embodiment, the index number c of the feedback codeword Vc may be sent to a forwarding
apparatus, and the forwarding apparatus forwards the index number to the BS.
[0078] It should be noted that after the channel information feedback bits are allocated in S121, the allocation result
is fed back to the BS. After receiving the allocation result, the BS acquires the number of channel information feedback
bits allocated to the channel between the BS and the MS, and generates a channel state information codebook according
to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, where the channel state information codebook has the
same size and content as the channel state information codebook on the MS.
[0079] Because the BS and the MS agree on the codebook, the BS can find in the codebook a best codeword Vc
according to the received index number c, obtain the channel state information of the downlink channel according to Vc,
and perform the corresponding precoding design according to the obtained channel state information.
[0080] It should be noted that, as shown in FIG. 5, in another embodiment, the sending of the result of allocating
channel information feedback bits to the BS in step S121 may occur after step S140. That is, in step S160 in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 4, the result of allocating channel information feedback bits and the index number of the
feedback codeword are sent to the BS. The result of allocating channel information feedback bits and the index number
of the feedback codeword may be sent to the BS together in an embodiment, or may be sent to the BS separately in
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another embodiment. Moreover, it can be understandable that the result of allocating channel information feedback bits
may be sent to the BS before or after the index number of the feedback codeword is sent to the BS, and the sequence
is not limited specifically.
[0081] Through the foregoing technical solutions according to the embodiments of the present invention, the number
of channel information feedback bits is allocated to each channel dynamically according to the channel estimation result,
the size of a channel state information codebook of each channel is determined according to the allocated number of
channel information feedback bits, a same codebook is generated on the BS and on the MS simultaneously for the same
channel, and a codeword for feeding back channel state information is determined in the codebook. For a given total
number of channel information feedback bits, the MS dynamically allocates the channel information feedback bits to
different channels more reasonably, and makes better use of the feedback gain. In embodiments of the present invention,
more BSs may participate in Co-MIMO communication, and the channel information feedback bits are allocated and the
channel state information codebook is processed for each coordinating BS instead of regarding all coordinating BSs as
a "super BS". Based on the state of the channel between each coordinating BS and the MS, the processing is flexible,
and the processing flexibility is improved.
[0082] As shown in FIG. 6, an information processing method is provided in an embodiment of the present invention.
This method is applied to the Co-MIMO system shown in FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, or applied to another communication system
such as MIMO-OFDM system, LTE system, or WiMAX system. The method includes the following steps:
[0083] S201. Receive a dynamic allocation result that is of the number of channel information feedback bits and is
sent by an MS, where the dynamic allocation result is a result of the MS allocating the number of channel information
feedback bits to each channel dynamically according to quality of the channel.
[0084] S202. Determine the size of a channel state information codebook according to the allocation result, and
generate a channel state information codebook.
[0085] S203. Receive a feedback codeword index number sent by the MS, find, according to the feedback codeword
index number, a corresponding feedback codeword in the channel state information codebook generated in S202, and
obtain, in the feedback codeword, channel state information fed back by the MS, where the index number is an identifier
of the feedback codeword.
[0086] S204. Perform precoding design according to the channel state information.
[0087] It should be noted that the channel quality of each channel may be obtained through channel estimation or
channel measurement on the MS side.
[0088] Through the foregoing technical solutions, different number of channel information feedback bits is allocated
to each channel dynamically according to the channel state, a channel state information codebook of a different size is
generated for each channel according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, and precoding
design is performed according to the channel state information fed back by the feedback codeword in the channel state
information codebook. In this way, the feedback gain is made full use of.
[0089] As shown in FIG. 17, in another embodiment, after the BS performs precoding design, the method may further
include:
[0090] S260. Set a different power allocation factor for each MS according to a preset query table, and allocate power
to each MS.
[0091] By allocating the number of channel information feedback bits dynamically in the embodiment shown in FIG.
6, the performance of the MSs in the cell (especially the MSs at the center of the cell) is improved significantly. Through
the power allocation policy provided in the embodiment, a part of the performance enhanced for the MSs at the center
of the cell is transferred to the MSs at the edge of the cell, and therefore, the communication performance of the MSs
at the edge of the cell is improved without impairing the performance of the MSs at the center of the cell.
[0092] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 7, an information processing method is provided in an embodiment of the present
invention. This method is applied to the Co-MIMO system shown in FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, or applied to another communication
system such as MIMO-OFDM system, LTE system, or WiMAX system. The method includes the following steps:
[0093] S210. Send information to an MS, where the information carries channel estimation information which is used
for the MS to perform channel estimation.
[0094] In an embodiment, the channel estimation information in the information sent by the BS may be a preset pilot
signal, where the channel estimation information is used for the MS to perform channel estimation. In this way, the MS
can estimate the channel between the MS and the BS through a channel estimation algorithm according to the pilot
signal preset in the information, so as to obtain channel model parameters, namely, obtain a channel matrix model. In
an embodiment, the pilot signal is inserted periodically into the information sent by the BS. In another embodiment, the
information to be sent is split into multiple data blocks beforehand, and multiple pilot signals are interpolated between
the data blocks at intervals.
[0095] In another embodiment, a training sequence is added in the information to be sent beforehand to take place
of the pilot signal. In this way, after receiving the information sent by the BS, the MS can estimate the channel between
the MS and the BS through a channel estimation algorithm according to the training sequence so as to obtain channel
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model parameters, namely, obtain a channel matrix model. The training sequence in an embodiment may be signals of
continuous blocks separated from the information sent by the BS; the training sequence in another embodiment may
be inserted averagely in the information sent by the BS.
[0096] The MS performs channel estimation according to the information sent by the BS, and allocates the number
of channel information feedback bits to the channel between the MS and each of different BSs dynamically according
to the result of channel estimation. That is, the MS allocates different numbers of channel information feedback bits to
the channels of different average SNR values dynamically, and feeds back the allocation result to the BS.
[0097] S220-S230. Receive a dynamic allocation result that is of the number of channel information feedback bits and
is sent from the MS; determine the size of a channel state information codebook according to the allocation result, and
generate a channel state information codebook, where the allocation result is a result of the MS allocating the number
of channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically according to quality of the channel.
[0098] It should be noted that the MS may determine the channel quality according to the channel estimation result
in step S210 in an embodiment or may obtain the channel quality through measurement in another embodiment, which
has been detailed in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5, and is not repeated herein any further.
[0099] After receiving the result that is of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits and is sent by
the MS, each coordinating BS acquires from the allocation result the number of channel information feedback bits that
are allocated by the MS to the channel between the MS and the BS.
[0100] The size of the channel state information codebook of a channel between each coordinating BS and the MS
is related to the number of channel information feedback bits allocated by the MS to this channel. For example, if the
MS allocates k channel information feedback bits to a channel, the size of the channel state information codebook of
the channel is 2k. In this embodiment, different numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels
with different average SNR values dynamically, and therefore, the channel state information codebooks of different sizes
are applied to the channels with different average SNR values. In this way, the channel with a higher average SNR uses
a larger codebook that includes more codeword information. Therefore, the channel information can be reflected more
comprehensively and accurately.
[0101] After the size of the channel state information codebook is determined, the BS in this embodiment can generate
a Grassmannian codebook through a Lloyd algorithm, and use this codebook as a channel state information codebook.
In another embodiment, the channel state information codebook may be generated through a GLA. In this case, a
codebook may be generated on the MS side according to the number of allocated channel information feedback bits,
where the codebook has the same size and content as the codebook on the BS side, which has been detailed in the
embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5, and is not repeated here any further.
[0102] S240. Receive the feedback codeword index number sent by the MS, find the corresponding feedback codeword
in the codebook generated in S230, and obtain channel state information fed back by the feedback codeword.
[0103] The feedback codeword index number sent by the MS is a feedback codeword index number determined,
according to the channel state information obtained through channel estimation, by the MS in the channel state information
codebook generated on the MS side.
[0104] The process of generating the channel state information codebook on the MS side and the process of determining
the feedback codeword have been detailed in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5, and are not repeated here
any further.
[0105] Because the BS and the MS agree on the codebook, the BS can find, according to the received index number,
a best codeword (namely, feedback codeword) determined by the MS in the channel state information codebook. The
BS obtains the channel state information of the downlink channel to the MS according to the feedback codeword.
[0106] S250. Perform precoding design according to the channel state information obtained according to the feedback
codeword.
[0107] After collecting all channel state information fed back by the MS, the BS performs precoding design. That is,
after the MS feeds back channel state information of channels between the MS and all coordinating BSs to the BS, the
BS starts to perform precoding design.
[0108] In this embodiment, the precoding design is performed on the basis of a zero-forcing linear precoding algorithm,
for example.
[0109] In the zero-forcing linear precoding algorithm, the precoding of the MS is found in a joint zero space of all other
user channel matrices. To calculate the precoding of the MS numbered m, it is necessary to find the orthogonal basis
of the zero space of H-m. The H-m is an approximate value of a channel coordination matrix

 obtained by the BS according to the channel state

information received from the MS.
[0110] As mentioned in the preceding embodiments (shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5), the MS needs to feed back the Vmn
of each channel to the BS, but the Vmn cannot be completely fed back to the BS directly due to the limitation of the
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allocated number of channel information feedback bits. The MS compares all codewords in the channel state information
codebook C with Vmn to select a best codeword as a feedback codeword, and sends the index number of the feedback
codeword to the BS. The BS finds the feedback codeword in the channel state information codebook on the BS side
according to the index number, and obtains an approximate value of Vmn according to the channel state information fed
back by the feedback codeword.
[0111] After collecting all Vmn information fed back by the MS, the BS obtains the approximate value B-m of Bm: 

[0112] As described in formula (5) in the preceding embodiments (shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5), the zero space of Bm is
located in the zero space of Hm. Therefore, the zero space of B-m may be calculated in place of calculating the zero
space of H-m. Through the calculation of B-m, the orthogonal basis of the zero space of B-m is obtained. According to
the orthogonal basis calculated out, the precoding design is performed through a zero-forcing linear precoding algorithm.
It can be understandable that in another embodiment, a block-orthogonality zero-forcing linear precoding algorithm or
a matched filter precoding algorithm may be applied.
[0113] In another embodiment, a nonlinear precoding algorithm such as dirty paper coding algorithm, nonlinear sending
zero-forcing precoding algorithm, or Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) precoding algorithm may be applied, which
involve much complexity of implementation though.
[0114] Through the foregoing technical solutions, the number of channel information feedback bits is allocated to each
channel dynamically according to the channel estimation result, the size of a channel state information codebook of
each channel is determined according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, a codebook of a
same size is generated on the BS and on the MS for the same channel, and a codeword for feeding back channel state
information is determined in the codebook. For a given total number of channel information feedback bits, the MS
allocates the number of channel information feedback bits to different channels more reasonably, and makes better use
of the feedback gain. In an embodiment of the present invention, more BSs may participate in Co-MIMO communication,
and the channel information feedback bits are allocated and the channel state information codebook is processed for
each coordinating BS instead of regarding all coordinating BSs as a "super BS". Based on the state of the channel
between each coordinating BS and the MS, the processing is flexible, and the processing flexibility is improved.
[0115] As shown in FIG. 8, in another embodiment, after the BS performs precoding design, the method may further
include:
[0116] S260. Set a different power allocation factor for each MS according to a preset query table, and allocate power
to each MS.
[0117] In a Co-MIMO communication scenario shown in FIG. 1, the signals on the communication channel of the MSs
at the edge of a cell are weaker than the signals on the communication channel of the MSs at the center of the cell.
Through the method of allocating channel information feedback bits dynamically in the embodiment of the present
invention, the MSs at the center of the cell accomplish a large gain of communication performance. Further, a power
allocation policy based on a query table is provided in an embodiment of the present invention, so that communication
performance of MSs at the edge of the cell is improved without impairing the communication performance of MSs at the
center of the cell. That is, by allocating the number of channel information feedback bits dynamically in the embodiment
of the present invention, the performance of the MSs in the cell (especially the MSs at the center of the cell) is improved
significantly. Through the power allocation policy provided in the embodiment of the present invention, a part of the
performance enhanced for the MSs at the center of the cell is transferred to the MSs at the edge of the cell, and therefore,
the communication performance of the MSs at the edge of the cell is improved without impairing the performance of the
MSs at the center of the cell.
[0118] In an embodiment of the present invention, a query table is preset, a different power allocation factor is set for
each MS according to the preset query table, and power is allocated to each MS according to the power allocation factor.
To help persons of ordinary skill in the art better understand the power allocation policy provided by the embodiment of
the present invention, the following gives more details by citing the communication scenario shown in FIG. 7:
[0119] As shown in FIG. 2, two neighboring BSs coordinate to serve two MSs. In this scenario, N = 2 (number of BSs),
K = 2 (number of MSs), nT = 4 (number of transmitting antennas, and nR = 2 (number of receiving antennas). The two
BSs have the same distance to MS2, but the distance from MS1 to BS1 is shorter than the distance from MS1 to BS2.
In this way, relative to MS1, MS2 is located at the edge of the cell. After the overall performance of the system is improved,
more power may be allocated to MS2 to improve performance of MS2 without impairing performance of MS1.
[0120] In the existing mechanism, the BS allocates power to two MSs equally. Therefore, 
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[0121] In the embodiment of the present invention, a simple power allocation policy is applied: 

[0122] In the formulae above, α is a power allocation factor, which is a function of the transmitting power of each BS
(p), distance between BS1 and MS1 (d), total number of channel information feedback bits (B), and policy of allocating
channel information feedback bits (s): 

[0123] In the embodiment of the present invention, a proper α value is found through search in a query table. The
query table is constructed through offline emulation. That is, the query table is preset through emulation. In an embodiment,
query table 3 may be constructed according to formula (14):

[0124] In another embodiment, the policy of allocating channel information feedback bits (s) may change (the possibility
of the change is detailed in step S120 in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5). In this case, query table 4 may be
constructed:

[0125] In other embodiments, α in the query table may be another value, depending on the policy of allocating channel
information feedback bits (s), transmitting power of each BS (p), distance between BS1 and MS1 (d), and total number
of channel information feedback bits (B).
[0126] To help persons of ordinary skill in the art better understand the embodiment of the present invention, the
process of constructing an α query table is detailed below through examples:

(1) Initialize a given (p, d, B, s): 

[0127] The subscript b indicates that the existing baseline scheme is adopted; the subscript p indicates that the
proposed scheme in the embodiment of the present invention is adopted.

(2) Perform an iteration operation

(a) Calculate ergodic capacity c1b and ergodic capacity c1p if the criteria of measurement is an ergodic capacity.
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Calculate outage probability pout1b and outage probability pout1p if the criteria of measurement is an outage
probability.
(b) Abort if |c1b-c1p| < ε or |pout1b-pout1p| < ε, (e is a preset value) or the maximum number of iterations is hit.

[0128] If c1p < c1b or pout1p > pout1b, then

[0129] Otherwise, αk = αk-1 + δk (16). In this case, return to (a).
[0130] In the formulae above, c1b is an ergodic capacity of MS1 in the reference scheme, c1p is an ergodic capacity
of MS1 in the scheme proposed in the solution of the present invention, pout1b is an outage probability of MS1 in the
reference scheme, pout1p is an outage probability of MS1 in the scheme proposed in the solution of the present invention,
αk is the iteration value numbered k of α, and δk is an increased step length of a and depends on (c1p-c1b) or (Pout1b-pout1p).
[0131] When the step length δk depends on (c1p-c1b), the values of the step length in the embodiment are shown in
Table 5, and the values of α are shown in Table 2 (for any reasonable p and d, B = 8 bits, of which 6 bits are allocated
to H11 and 2 bits are allocated to H12).

[0132] If the criteria of measurement is an ergodic capacity, as shown in FIG. 15, the communication scenario shown
in FIG. 2 is emulated by applying the power allocation policy proposed in the embodiment. As revealed in the emulation
diagram, after the power allocation scheme proposed in this embodiment is applied, MS2 has an obviously higher channel
capacity as against MS2 that does not employ the power allocation scheme proposed in the embodiment. Meanwhile,
the channel capacity of MS1 does not change obviously. Therefore, through the power allocation policy proposed in the
embodiment of the present invention, after the overall performance of the system is improved, more power is allocated
to MS2 so that the performance of MS2 is improved without impairing the performance of MS 1.
[0133] In another embodiment, step length δk depends on the outage probability Because the outage probability is
correlated to ergodic capacity c1b and ergodic capacity c1p, the scheme is essentially the same.
[0134] In another embodiment of the present invention, the criteria of measurement is an outage probability. In this
case, the communication scenario shown in FIG. 2 is emulated by applying the power allocation policy proposed in the
embodiment. The emulation result is shown in FIG. 16.
[0135] As revealed in the emulation diagram, after the power allocation scheme proposed in the embodiment of the
present invention is applied, MS2 has an obviously lower outage probability as against MS2 that does not employ the
power allocation scheme proposed in this embodiment. Meanwhile, the outage probability of MS1 does not change
obviously. Therefore, through the power allocation policy proposed in the embodiment of the present invention, after the
overall performance of the system is improved, more power is allocated to MS2 so that the performance of MS2 is
improved without impairing the performance of MS1.
[0136] In the foregoing technical solutions, on the basis of allocating channel information feedback bits to each channel
dynamically, a power allocation policy proposed in an embodiment of the present invention is searched out in an offline
query table, and a method for controlling performance of MSs at the center of the cell and performance of MSs at the
edge of the cell flexibly is disclosed. In this way, the number of channel information feedback bits is allocated to each
channel dynamically according to the quality of each channel, and the channel information is fed back more efficiently.
Moreover, through a new power allocation policy, the communication performance of the MSs at the edge of the cell is
improved significantly without impairing performance of the MSs at the center of the cell.
[0137] As shown in FIG. 9, an MS is provided in an embodiment of the present invention. The MS includes a channel
estimating module 310, a dynamic bit allocating module 320, a first sending module 330, a channel state information
codebook generating module 350, a feedback codeword determining module 370, and a second sending module 390.
[0138] The channel estimating module 310 is configured to perform channel estimation according to information re-
ceived from a BS.
[0139] Channel estimation may be a process of estimating model parameters of a presumed channel model according
to received data. Channel estimation may provide channel state information required by the MS.
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[0140] After receiving the information sent by the BS, the channel estimating module 310 performs channel estimation
according to the information sent by the BS. In an embodiment, the information sent by the BS may include a preset
pilot signal. In this way, the channel estimating module 310 can estimate the channel between the MS and the BS through
a channel estimation algorithm according to the pilot signal preset in the information, so as to obtain channel model
parameters, namely, obtain a channel matrix model. In an embodiment, the pilot signal is periodically inserted into the
information sent by the BS. In another embodiment, the information to be sent is split into multiple data blocks beforehand,
and multiple pilot signals are interpolated between the data blocks at intervals.
[0141] The channel estimation algorithm in an embodiment may be a least square channel estimation algorithm; the
channel estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm; and the channel
estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be an MMSE estimation algorithm or a MAP estimation algorithm.
[0142] In another embodiment, a training sequence is added in the information that is to be sent beforehand to take
place of the pilot signal. In this way, after receiving the information sent by the BS, the channel estimating module 310
can estimate the channel between the channel estimating module 310 and the BS through a channel estimation algorithm
according to the training sequence, so as to obtain channel model parameters, namely, obtain a channel matrix model.
The training sequence in an embodiment may be signals of continuous blocks separated from the information sent by
the BS; the training sequence in another embodiment may be inserted averagely in the information sent by the BS.
[0143] The channel estimation algorithm in an embodiment may be a least square channel estimation algorithm; the
channel estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm; and the channel
estimation algorithm in another embodiment may be an MMSE estimation algorithm or a MAP estimation algorithm.
[0144] It can be understandable that in an embodiment, the channel estimation may be carried out through blind
estimation. Blind estimation requires no training sequence or pilot signals, and uses the inherent information of the
transmitted data to perform channel estimation. In another embodiment, the channel estimation based on pilot signals
may be combined with the blind estimation to perform channel estimation, or the channel estimation based on the training
sequence is combined with the blind estimation to perform channel estimation.
[0145] After the channel estimation, a channel matrix model between the MS and the BS is obtained, as detailed below:
[0146] Suppose that each BS has nT transmitting antennas, and each MS has nR receiving antennas. Through channel
estimation of the channel estimating module 310, the channel from the transmitting antenna numbered n (transmitting
antenna n) of the BS to receiving antenna m of the MS is expressed as Hmn, and is modeled as: 

[0147] In the formula above, dmn is a distance from transmitting antenna n of the BS to receiving antenna m of the

MS, do is a preset standard distance, γ is a path loss factor,  represents path fading,  represents small-scale

Rayleigh fading, and Hmn is an nR3nT dimensional matrix. Further, in another embodiment, the MS can obtain 

and  according to formula (1), obtain the path fading data of the channel and the small-scale Rayleigh fading data,

and obtain the channel state information such as SNR according to the fading data.
[0148] In a Co-MIMO communication system, N BSs provide communication service for the MS in the embodiment
simultaneously, where N is time-variant. Suppose that the MS provided in the embodiment is MS numbered m in the
system. For MS m, N channel matrices need to be estimated, namely, Hmn1

, Hmn2
,..., HmnN

, and all such matrices have
a structure similar to formula (1). Therefore, a total channel matrix can be obtained:

[0149] In formula (2), each element of the channel matrix is a submatrix, and is a channel matrix between each BS
and MS m, and represents information about all channels between each BS and MS m, namely, includes information
about channels from all antennas of the BS to all antennas of the MS. Therefore, in an embodiment, the MS can obtain
channel state information such as path fading and corresponding SNR of each channel according to the path fading and
small-scale Rayleigh fading of each channel, and can determine the channel that is in a better state according to the
channel state information. It can be understandable that in another embodiment, the channel quality may be obtained
through measurement. For example, the information such as path loss, receiving SNR, and SINAD ratio is obtained
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through measurement, and then the channel quality of the channel is calculated or inferred according to a combination
of such information.
[0150] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 10, in another embodiment, the channel estimating module 301 may include an
estimating unit 311 and a decomposing unit 312.
[0151] The estimating unit 311 is configured to perform channel estimation for each channel to obtain a channel matrix
of the channel.
[0152] The estimating unit 311 estimates the channel matrix of the channel according to the information received from
the BS.
[0153] The steps of estimating the channel matrix have been detailed in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5,
and are not repeated herein any further.
[0154] The decomposing unit 312 is configured to decompose the channel matrix to obtain a channel direction infor-
mation matrix of each channel, where the channel direction information matrix of each channel includes channel state
information of each channel.
[0155] The steps of decomposing the channel matrix have been detailed in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG.
5, and are not repeated herein any further.
[0156] The dynamic bit allocating module 320 is configured to allocate the number of channel information feedback
bits to each channel dynamically according to quality of the channel.
[0157] In a cellular system with finite feedback, the total number of allocated bits is a preset finite number. In a Co-
MIMO communication system, channel quality of each channel is not completely the same. Through a preset policy of
allocating bits dynamically, different numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels of
different quality, which makes better use of feedback gain.
[0158] Specifically, as against the averagely allocated number of channel information feedback bits, the number of
channel information feedback bits allocated to a channel of higher quality is greater. Therefore, the greater number of
channel information feedback bits bears more channel state information than the average number of channel information
feedback bits. For the channels of low quality, the average number of channel information feedback bits is enough for
bearing all channel state information. In this way, less channel information feedback bits may be allocated to the channels
that are in a worse state, and more channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels that are in a better
state. In this way, the finite total number of channel information feedback bits can be made better use of, and the channel
state information provided for the BS is as complete as possible. The BS adjusts the transmitting power according to
the channel information so that the receiver can receive better gain as against the averagely allocated number of channel
information feedback bits.
[0159] In an embodiment, the channel quality is strongly related to the distance between the BS and the MS. Therefore,
an MS closer to the BS has higher channel quality. For example, in an embodiment, two BSs coordinate to serve one
MS. When the MS is closer to BS1 than BS2, the channel between BS1 and the MS has higher quality than the channel
between BS2 and the MS.
[0160] In a cellular system with finite feedback, the total number of allocated bits is a preset finite number. Supposing
that a total of 8 channel information feedback bits are used for feeding back channel information, 5 channel information
feedback bits may be allocated to the channel between BS1 and the MS, and 3 channel information feedback bits may
be allocated to the channel between BS2 and the MS. In another embodiment, 6 channel information feedback bits may
be allocated to the channel between BS 1 and the MS, and 2 channel information feedback bits may be allocated to the
channel between BS2 and the MS. In a cellular system with finite feedback, performance gain (SNR gain or capacity
gain) is a function of the average SNR and the number of channel information feedback bits. Therefore, the MS allocates
the number of channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically according to the quality of each channel,
which can enhance the system performance.
[0161] In another embodiment, different levels of the channel quality may be reflected by different SINRs. Therefore,
according to the SINR, through a preset policy of allocating bits dynamically, different numbers of channel information
feedback bits are allocated to the channels of different SINR. In an embodiment, the SINR may be inferred according
to path loss, receiving SNR, or SINAD ratio, or according to a combination of such information, where the path loss,
receiving SNR, or SINAD ratio is estimated on the MS side by the channel estimating module 310; or, the SINR may be
inferred according to path loss, receiving SNR, or SINAD ratio, or according to a combination of such information, where
the path loss, receiving SNR, or SINAD ratio is obtained through measurement.
[0162] The steps of allocating the feedback bits dynamically have been detailed in step S 120 in the embodiments
shown FIG. 3 - FIG. 5, and are not repeated herein any further.
[0163] The first sending module 330 is configured to send a result of allocating the number of channel information
feedback bits.
[0164] After the dynamic bit allocating module 320 allocates the channel information feedback bits dynamically, the
allocation result needs to be sent to the BS. In this way, after receiving the allocation result, the BS acquires the number
of channel information feedback bits allocated to the channel between the BS and the MS, and generates a channel
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state information codebook according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, where the channel
state information codebook is consistent with the channel state information codebook on the MS.
[0165] The channel state information codebook generating module 350 is configured to determine size of the channel
state information codebook of each channel according to the number of channel information feedback bits dynamically
allocated by the dynamic bit allocating module 320, and generate a channel state information codebook;
[0166] The size of the channel state information codebook of each channel between the BS and the MS depends on
the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to the channel. For example, if k channel information feedback
bits are allocated to a channel, the size of the channel state information codebook of the channel is 2k. In the embodiment
of the present invention, different numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels with
different channel quality, and therefore, the channel state information codebooks of different sizes are applied to the
channels with different channel quality. In this way, the channel with higher channel quality uses a larger codebook that
includes more codeword information.
[0167] After the size of the channel state information codebook is determined, the channel state information codebook
generating module 350 in the embodiment can generate a Grassmannian codebook through a Lloyd algorithm, and use
the codebook as a channel state information codebook. It can be understandable that in another embodiment, the
channel state information codebook may be generated through a GLA.
[0168] It should be noted that in an embodiment, the result of allocating channel information feedback bits may be
sent to the BS directly; in another embodiment, the result of allocating channel information feedback bits may be sent
to a forwarding apparatus, and the forwarding apparatus forwards the result to the BS.
[0169] The feedback codeword determining module 370 is configured to determine a feedback codeword in the channel
state information codebook generated by the channel state information codebook generating module 350.
[0170] After the channel state information codebook is generated by the channel state information codebook generating
module 350, a best codeword needs to be found as a feedback codeword for the channel state information that is to be
fed back in order to feed back the channel state information in a codebook of a 2k size (k is the allocated number of
channel information feedback bits). In this way, the feedback codeword can feed back the channel state information as
complete as possible.
[0171] Chordal distances between each of the codewords in the codebook and the channel direction information matrix
estimated by the channel estimating module 310 are compared, a codeword having the shortest chordal distance to the
channel direction information matrix is used as a feedback codeword, and the index number of the feedback codeword
is sent to the BS. For example, if the 16th codeword is used as a feedback codeword, the index number "16" is fed back
to the BS, and the BS finds the codeword corresponding to the index number "16" and obtains the channel state
information fed back by the codeword.
[0172] The steps of selecting a codeword according to chordal distance have been detailed in the embodiments shown
in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5, and are not repeated herein any further.
[0173] The second sending module 390 is configured to send an index number of the feedback code.
[0174] It should be noted that in an embodiment, the index number of the feedback codeword may be sent to the BS
directly; in another embodiment, the index number of the feedback codeword may be sent to a forwarding apparatus,
and the forwarding apparatus forwards the index number to the BS.
[0175] It should be noted here that after the first sending module 330 feeds back the allocation result to the BS, the
BS acquires the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to the channel between the BS and the MS, and
generates a channel state information codebook according to the allocated number of channel information feedback
bits, where the channel state information codebook has the same size as the channel state information codebook on
the MS.
[0176] Because the BS and the MS agree on the codebook, the BS can search the codebook according to the received
index number to obtain the feedback codeword, and obtains the channel state information of the downlink channel
according to the feedback codeword.
[0177] Through the foregoing technical solutions of the present invention, the number of channel information feedback
bits is allocated to each channel dynamically according to the channel estimation result, the size of a channel state
information codebook of each channel is determined according to the allocated number of channel information feedback
bits, a codebook of the same size is generated on the BS and on the MS simultaneously for the same channel, and a
codeword for feeding back channel state information is determined in the codebook. For a given total number of channel
information feedback bits, the MS dynamically allocates the channel information feedback bits to different channels more
reasonably, and makes better use of the feedback gain. In an embodiment of the present invention, more BSs may
participate in Co-MIMO communication, and the channel information feedback bits are allocated and the channel state
information codebook is processed for each coordinating BS instead of regarding all coordinating BSs as a "super BS".
Based on the state of the channel between each coordinating BS and the MS, the processing is flexible, and the processing
flexibility is improved.
[0178] As shown in FIG. 11, a BS is provided in an embodiment of the present invention. The BS includes a first
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receiving module 420, a channel state information codebook generating module 430, a second receiving module 440,
a feedback codeword determining module 450, and a precoding design module 460.
[0179] The first receiving module 420 is configured to receive a dynamic allocation result sent by an MS, where the
dynamic allocation result is a result of the MS allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to each channel
dynamically according to quality of the channel.
[0180] In a cellular system with finite feedback, the total number of allocated bits is a preset finite number. In a Co-
MIMO communication system, the quality of each channel is not completely the same. Through a preset policy of
allocating bits dynamically, different numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to the channels of
different quality, which makes better use of feedback gain.
[0181] Different levels of the channel quality may be reflected by different SINR values. Therefore, according to the
SINR, through a preset policy of allocating bits dynamically, different numbers of channel information feedback bits are
allocated to the channels of different SINR. The SINR may be inferred according to the information such as path loss,
receiving SNR, or SINAD ratio, or according to a combination of such information, where the path loss, receiving SNR,
or SINAD ratio is obtained through channel estimation or measurement on the MS.
[0182] The channel state information codebook generating module 430 is configured to determine size of a channel
state information codebook according to the allocation result received by the first receiving module 420, and generate
a channel state information codebook.
[0183] The channel state information codebook generated by the channel state information codebook generating
module 430 is the same as the channel state information codebook generated on the MS according to the number of
channel information feedback bits allocated to each channel. The channel state information codebook has been detailed
in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5 and is not repeated herein any further.
[0184] The second receiving module 440 is configured to receive a feedback codeword index number sent by an MS,
where the index number is an identifier of a feedback codeword.
[0185] The feedback codeword is determined, according to the channel state information estimated through channel
estimation, by the MS in the channel state information codebook generated on the MS. The determining method has
been detailed in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5, and is not repeated herein any further.
[0186] The feedback codeword determining module 450 is configured to find, according to the feedback codeword
index number, a corresponding feedback codeword in the channel state information codebook generated by the channel
state information codebook generating module 430, and obtain channel state information fed back by the MS in the
feedback codeword.
[0187] The precoding design module 460 is configured to perform precoding design according to the channel state
information obtained by the feedback codeword determining module.
[0188] Through the foregoing technical solutions of the present invention, different number of channel information
feedback bits is allocated to each channel dynamically according to the channel state, a channel state information
codebook of a different size is generated for each channel according to the allocated number of channel information
feedback bits, and precoding design is performed according to the channel state information that is fed back by the
feedback codeword and is provided by the channel state information codebook. In this way, the feedback gain is made
full use of.
[0189] As shown in FIG. 12, a BS is provided in an embodiment of the present invention. The BS includes an information
sending module 410, a first receiving module 420, a channel state information codebook generating module 430, a
second receiving module 440, a feedback codeword determining module 450, and a precoding design module 460.
[0190] The information sending module 410 is configured to send information to the MS, where the information carries
relative information for the MS to perform channel estimation.
[0191] The channel estimation information in the information sent by the sending module 410 may be a preset pilot
signal in an embodiment. In this way, the MS can estimate the channel between the MS and the BS through a channel
estimation algorithm according to the pilot signal preset in the information, so as to obtain channel model parameters,
namely, obtain a channel matrix model. In an embodiment, the pilot signal is inserted into the information sent by the
BS periodically. In another embodiment, the information to be sent is split into multiple data blocks beforehand, and
multiple pilot signals are interpolated between the data blocks at intervals.
[0192] In another embodiment, a training sequence is added in the information to be sent beforehand to take place
of the pilot signal. In this way, after receiving the information sent by the BS, the MS can estimate the channel between
the MS and the BS through a channel estimation algorithm according to the training sequence, so as to obtain channel
model parameters, namely, obtain a channel matrix model. The training sequence in an embodiment may be signals of
continuous blocks separated from the information sent by the BS; the training sequence in another embodiment may
be inserted averagely in the information sent by the BS.
[0193] After performing channel estimation according to the information sent by the BS, the MS determines quality of
each channel according to the channel estimation result, and allocates channel information feedback bits to the channel
between the MS and each of different BSs dynamically according to the result of channel estimation. That is, the MS
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allocates different numbers of channel information feedback bits to the channels of different quality dynamically, and
feeds back the allocation result to the BS.
[0194] The first receiving module 420 is configured to receive the dynamic bit allocation result sent by an MS, where
the allocation result is a result of the MS allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to each channel
dynamically according to a channel estimation result after the MS performs channel estimation according to the infor-
mation sent by the information sending module 410.
[0195] The dynamic allocation result is a result obtained through the process that after the MS performs channel
estimation according to the information sent by the information sending module 410, the MS determines the channel
quality of each channel according to the result of channel estimation, and the MS allocates the number of channel
information feedback bits to each channel dynamically. According to the channel estimation result, if a channel has
higher quality, more channel information feedback bits are allocated for the channel so that more channel state information
can be borne. In this way, the BS can obtain more channel state information and increase the gain of the receiver by
taking a series of actions such as re-adjusting the transmitting power of information. If a channel has lower quality, a
small number of feedback bits are allocated for the channel because the allocated channel information feedback bits
are enough for bearing the channel state information of the channel. In this way, more channel information feedback
bits can be saved and allocated to the channels of higher quality.
[0196] The channel state information codebook generating module 430 is configured to determine size of a channel
state information codebook according to the allocation result, and generate a channel state information codebook.
[0197] The size of the channel state information codebook C of a channel between each coordinating BS and the MS
depends on the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to this channel. For example, if the MS allocates
k channel information feedback bits to a channel, the size of the channel state information codebook of the channel is
2k. In the embodiment of the present invention, the MS allocates different numbers of channel information feedback bits
to the channels with different channel quality, and therefore, the channel state information codebooks of different sizes
are applied to the channels with different channel quality. In this way, the channel with higher channel quality uses a
larger codebook that includes more codeword information.
[0198] After the size of the channel state information codebook is determined, the BS in this embodiment can generate
a Grassmannian codebook through a Lloyd algorithm, and use this codebook as a channel state information codebook.
It can be understandable that in another embodiment, the channel state information codebook may be generated through
a GLA. In this case, a codebook may be generated on the MS side according to the allocated number of channel
information feedback bits, where the codebook is consistent with the codebook on the BS side, which has been detailed
in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 - FIG. 5, and is not repeated herein any further.
[0199] The second receiving module 440 is configured to receive a feedback codeword index number sent by the MS,
where the feedback codeword index number is an identifier of the feedback codeword which is determined, according
to the channel state information obtained through channel estimation, by the MS in a channel state information codebook
generated on the MS side.
[0200] The feedback codeword determining module 450 is configured to find, according to the feedback codeword
index number received by the second receiving module 440, a corresponding feedback codeword in the channel state
information codebook generated by the channel state information codebook generating module 430, and obtain channel
state information fed back by the feedback codeword according to the feedback codeword.
[0201] Because the BS and the MS agree on the codebook, the feedback codeword determining module 450 can find,
according to the index number received by the receiving module 440, a best codeword (namely, feedback codeword)
determined by the MS in the channel state information codebook generated by the channel state information codebook
generating module 430; and can obtain the channel state information of the downlink channel between the BS and the
MS according to the feedback codeword.
[0202] The precoding design module 460 is configured to perform precoding design according to the channel state
information fed back by the feedback codeword determined by the feedback codeword determining module 450.
[0203] After an information sending and processing apparatus collects all channel state information fed back by the
MS, the precoding design module 460 starts to perform precoding design. That is, after the MS feeds back channel state
information of channels between the MS and all coordinating BSs to the information sending and processing apparatus,
the precoding design module 460 starts to perform precoding design.
[0204] In the embodiment, the precoding design is based on a zero-forcing linear precoding algorithm, for example.
In another embodiment, a block-orthogonality zero-forcing linear precoding algorithm or a matched filter precoding
algorithm may be applied.
[0205] It can be understandable that in another embodiment, a nonlinear precoding algorithm such as dirty paper
coding algorithm, nonlinear sending zero-forcing precoding algorithm, or THP precoding algorithm may be applied
instead, which involve much complexity of implementation though.
[0206] Through the foregoing technical solutions, the number of channel information feedback bits is allocated to each
channel dynamically according to the channel estimation result, the size of a channel state information codebook of
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each channel is determined according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, a codebook of the
same size is generated on the BS and on the MS simultaneously for the same channel, and a codeword for feeding
back channel state information is determined in the codebook. For a given total number of channel information feedback
bits, the MS allocates dynamically different number of channel information feedback bits to channels of different quality
more reasonably, and makes better use of the feedback gain. In an embodiment of the present invention, more BSs
may participate in Co-MIMO communication, and the channel information feedback bits are allocated and the channel
state information codebook is processed for each coordinating BS instead of regarding all coordinating BSs as a "super
BS". Based on the state of the channel between each coordinating BS and the MS, the processing is flexible, and the
processing flexibility is improved.
[0207] As shown in FIG. 13, in another embodiment, the BS in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12 may further include:

a power allocating module 470, configured to set a different power allocation factor for each MS according to a
preset query table, and allocate power to each MS.

[0208] Through a query table constructed beforehand, after the overall performance of the system is enhanced through
dynamic allocation of channel information feedback bits, a different power allocation factor is allocated to each MS
according to an offline query table provided in the embodiment, and power is allocated to each MS according to the
power allocation factor. A part of larger communication performance gain obtained at the center of the cell is transferred
to the MSs at the edge of the cell. In this way, the performance of MSs at the edge of the cell is improved without impairing
the performance of MSs at the center of the cell. The power allocation policy has been detailed in the embodiment shown
in FIG. 8, and is not repeated herein any further.
[0209] In the foregoing technical solutions, on the basis of allocating channel information feedback bits to each channel
dynamically, a power allocation policy proposed in an embodiment of the present invention is searched out on the basis
of an offline query table, and a method for controlling performance of MSs at the center of the cell and performance of
MSs at the edge of the cell flexibly is disclosed. In this way, different number of channel information feedback bits is
allocated dynamically according to different channel quality of the MS located differently in the cell, and the channel
state information is fed back more efficiently. Moreover, through a new power allocation policy, the communication
performance of the MSs at the edge of the cell is improved significantly without impairing performance of the MSs at the
center of the cell.
[0210] As shown in FIG. 11, a MIMO communication system is provided in an embodiment of the present invention.
The system includes:

at least two BSs (BS10 and BS20), and at least one MS30.

[0211] The MS 30 is configured to: perform channel estimation according to information sent by the BS10 and the
BS20, namely, estimate the channel matrix between the MS30 and the BS10, and the channel matrix between the MS30
and the BS20; allocate dynamically different numbers of channel information feedback bits to the channels of different
quality according to quality of each channel, namely, if a channel has higher quality, allocate more channel information
feedback bits to the channel; and feed back a allocation result to the BS 10 and the BS20; determine size of a channel
state information codebook of each channel according to the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to
each channel, and generate a channel state information codebook; and determine a feedback codeword in the generated
channel state information codebook according to the channel state information included in a channel matrix estimated
through channel estimation, and feed back an index number of the feedback codeword to the BS10 and the BS20.
[0212] The BS10 and the BS20 are configured to: send information to the MS30, where the information includes
channel estimation information available to the MS30; receive from the MS30 the result of allocating the number of
channel information feedback bits; determine, according to the allocation result, size of a channel state information
codebook of a channel leading to the MS30, and generate a channel state information codebook; receive a feedback
codeword index number sent by the MS30, and find a feedback codeword in the channel state information codebook
according to the index number; and perform precoding design according to the channel state information fed back by
the feedback codeword.
[0213] In another embodiment, the BS10 and the BS20 are further configured to allocate power to the MS according
to a preset query table. The allocation policy has been detailed in the embodiments shown in FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, and is
not repeated herein any further.
[0214] The structure and the functions of the MS30 in an embodiment may be illustrated as the embodiment shown
in FIG. 9; or in another embodiment may be illustrated as the embodiment shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10.
[0215] The structures and the functions of the BS10 and the BS20 in an embodiment may be illustrated as the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 11; or in another embodiment may be illustrated as the embodiment shown in FIG. 12; or in yet
another embodiment may be illustrated as the embodiment shown in FIG. 11 and FIG. 13; or in yet another embodiment
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may be illustrated as the embodiment shown in FIG. 12 and FIG. 13.
[0216] It can be understandable that the channel quality of each channel may be obtained through channel estimation
or channel measurement on the MS side.
[0217] Through the foregoing technical solutions, the number of channel information feedback bits is allocated to each
channel dynamically according to the channel estimation result, the size of a channel state information codebook of
each channel is determined according to the allocated number of channel information feedback bits, a same codebook
is generated on the BS and on the MS simultaneously, and a codeword for feeding back channel state information is
determined in the codebook. For a given total number of channel information feedback bits, the MS allocates dynamically
different numbers of channel information feedback bits to channels of different quality more reasonably, and the BS
makes better use of the obtained channel state information to perform precoding design and makes better use of the
feedback gain. In the embodiment of the present invention, any number of BSs may participate in Co-MIMO communi-
cation, and the channel information feedback bits are allocated and the channel state information codebook is processed
for each coordinating BS instead of regarding all coordinating BSs as a "super BS". Based on the state of the channel
between each coordinating BS and the MS, the processing is flexible, and the processing flexibility is improved.
[0218] Moreover, on the basis of allocating channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically, a power
allocation policy proposed in another embodiment of the present invention is searched out on the basis of an offline
query table, and a method for controlling performance of MSs at the center of the cell and performance of MSs at the
edge of the cell flexibly is disclosed. In this way, the number of channel information feedback bits is allocated to each
channel dynamically according to the quality of each channel, and the channel state information is fed back more
efficiently. Moreover, through a new power allocation policy, the communication performance of the MSs at the edge of
the cell is improved significantly without impairing performance of the MSs at the center of the cell.
[0219] Through the description of the foregoing embodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art are clearly aware
that the embodiments of the present invention may be implemented through hardware, or through software in addition
to a necessary universal hardware platform or through the combination of the hardware and the software. Therefore,
the technical solutions of the present invention or contributions to the prior art may be embodied in a software product.
The software module or the software product of the computer may be stored in a storage media and incorporates several
instructions for instructing a computer device (for example, personal computer, server, or network device) to execute
the method specified in any embodiment of the present invention. The storage media may be Random Access Memory
(RAM), computer memory, Read-Only Memory (ROM), electrically programmable ROM, electrically erasable program-
mable ROM, register, hard disk, moveable disk, CD-ROM, or any other form of storage media well-known in the art.

Claims

1. A channel information feedback method in a Coordinated MIMO (Co-MIMO) communication system with finite
feedback, wherein the total number of allocated bits in the cellular system is a preset finite number, the method
comprises:

allocating (S101), by a mobile station, a number of channel information feedback bits to each downlink channel
dynamically according to quality of each downlink channel;
determining (S102), by the mobile station, a size of a channel state information codebook of each downlink
channel according to the number of channel information feedback bits allocated to each downlink channel
dynamically, and generating, by the mobile station, a channel state information codebook;
determining (S103), by the mobile station, a feedback codeword in the channel state information codebook
according to channel state information, wherein the feedback codeword is designed to feed back the channel
state information; and
sending (S104), by the mobile station, a result of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to
the base station and sending, by the mobile station, an index number of the feedback codeword to the base
station, wherein the index number is an identifier of the feedback codeword;
wherein the step of allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically
according to quality of the channel comprises:

allocating different numbers of channel information feedback bits to channels of different quality according
to a preset policy of dynamically allocating bits.

2. The channel state information feedback method according to claim 1, wherein: before determining the feedback
codeword in the channel state information codebook according to the channel state information, the method further
comprises:
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performing channel estimation for each downlink channel to obtain a channel matrix of each downlink channel,
and decomposing the channel matrix to obtain a channel direction information matrix of each downlink channel,
wherein the channel direction information matrix of each downlink channel comprises the channel state infor-
mation of each channel.

3. The channel state information feedback method according to claim 2, wherein:

the feedback codeword is a codeword having the shortest chordal distance to the channel direction information
matrix, in the channel state information codebook.

4. An information processing method in a Co-MIMO communication system with finite feedback, wherein the total
number of allocated bits in the cellular system is a preset finite number, the method comprises:

receiving, by a base station, a dynamic allocation result sent by a mobile station, wherein the dynamic allocation
result is a result of the mobile station allocating the number of channel information feedback bits to each downlink
channel dynamically according to quality of each downlink channel; wherein the step of allocating the number
of channel information feedback bits to each channel dynamically according to quality of the channel comprises:
allocating different numbers of channel information feedback bits to channels of different quality according to
a preset policy of dynamically allocating bits;
determining, by a base station, a size of a channel state information codebook according to the allocation result,
and generating a channel state information codebook;
receiving a feedback codeword index number sent by the mobile station, finding a corresponding feedback
codeword in the channel state information codebook according to the feedback codeword index number, and
obtaining channel state information fed back by the mobile station from the feedback codeword, wherein the
index number is an identifier of the feedback codeword; and
performing precoding design according to the channel state information.

5. The information processing method according to claim 4, wherein: after performing precoding design according to
the channel state information, the method further comprises:

setting a different power allocation factor for each mobile station according to a preset query table, and allocating
power to each mobile station.

6. A mobile station, in a Co-MIMO communication system with finite feedback, wherein the total number of allocated
bits in the cellular system is a preset finite number, the mobile station comprises:

a dynamic bit allocating module (320), configured to allocate the number of channel information feedback bits
to each downlink channel dynamically according to quality of each downlink channel;
a first sending module (330), configured to send a result of allocating the number of channel information feedback
bits to a base station;
a channel state information codebook generating module (350), configured to determine size of a channel state
information codebook of each downlink channel according to the number of channel information feedback bits
allocated by the dynamic bit allocating module (320), and generate a channel state information codebook;
a feedback codeword determining module (370), configured to determine a feedback codeword in the channel
state information codebook according to channel state information, wherein the feedback codeword is designed
to feed back the channel state information; and
a second sending module (390), configured to send a feedback codeword index number determined by the
feedback codeword determining module to the base station, wherein the index number is an identifier of the
feedback codeword;
wherein, the dynamic bit allocating module (320), is configured to allocate different numbers of channel infor-
mation feedback bits to channels of different quality according to a preset policy of dynamically allocating bits.

7. The mobile station according to claim 6, further comprising a channel estimating module (310) for estimating channels,
wherein the channel estimating module comprises:

an estimating unit (311), configured to perform channel estimation for each channel to obtain a channel matrix
of the channel; and
a decomposing unit (312), configured to decompose the channel matrix to obtain a channel direction information
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matrix of each channel, wherein the channel direction information matrix of each channel comprises channel
state information of each channel.

8. The mobile station according to claim 7, wherein:

the feedback codeword is a codeword having the shortest chordal distance to the channel direction information
matrix in the channel state information codebook.

9. A base station, in a Co-MIMO communication system with finite feedback, wherein the total number of allocated
bits in the cellular system is a preset finite number, the base station comprises:

a first receiving module (420), configured to receive a dynamic allocation result sent by a mobile station, wherein
the dynamic allocation result is a result of the mobile station allocating the number of channel information
feedback bits to each downlink channel dynamically. according to quality of each downlink channel; wherein,
different numbers of channel information feedback bits are allocated to channels of different quality according
to a preset policy of dynamically allocating bits;
a channel state information codebook generating module (430), configured to determine size of a channel state
information codebook according to the allocation result, and generate a channel state information codebook;
a second receiving module (440), configured to receive a feedback codeword index number sent by the mobile
station, wherein the index number is an identifier of a feedback codeword;
a feedback codeword determining module (450), configured to find a corresponding feedback codeword in the
channel state information codebook according to the feedback codeword index number received by the second
receiving module, and obtain channel state information fed back by the mobile station from the feedback code-
word; and
a precoding design module (460), configured to perform precoding design according to the channel state infor-
mation obtained by the feedback codeword determining module (450).

10. The base station according to claim 9, further comprising:

a power allocating module (470), configured to set a different power allocation factor for each mobile station
according to a preset query table, and allocate power to each mobile station.

11. A Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) communication system, comprising at least two base stations according to any
one of claims 9 tol0 and at least one mobile station according to any one of claims 6 to 8.

Patentansprüche

1. Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsverfahren in einem "Coordinated MIMO" (Co-MIMO)-Kommunikationssystem mit
finiter Rückmeldung, wobei die Gesamtzahl an zugewiesenen Bits in dem Mobilsystem eine voreingestellte finite
Zahl ist, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Zuweisen (S 101), durch eine Mobilstation, einer Anzahl an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsbits zu jedem Down-
linkkanal dynamisch gemäß einer Qualität jedes Downlinkkanals;
Bestimmen (S 102), durch die Mobilstation, einer Größe eines Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchs jedes
Abwärtskanals gemäß der Anzahl an dynamisch jedem Abwärtskanal zugewiesenen Kanalinformationsrück-
meldungsbits und Generieren, durch die Mobilstation, eines Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchs;
Bestimmen (S103), durch die Mobilstation, eines Rückmeldungscodeworts in dem Kanalzustandsinformations-
codebuch gemäß Kanalzustandsinformationen, wobei das Rückmeldungscodewort ausgelegt ist zum Rück-
melden der Kanalzustandsinformationen; und
Senden (S104), durch die Mobilstation, eines Ergebnisses des Zuweisens der Anzahl an Kanalinformations-
rückmeldungsbits an die Basisstation und Senden, durch die Mobilstation, einer Indexzahl des Rückmeldungs-
codeworts an die Basisstation, wobei die Indexzahl eine Kennung des Rückmeldungscodeworts ist;
wobei der Schritt des dynamischen Zuweisens der Anzahl an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsbits zu jedem
Kanal gemäß der Qualität des Kanals Folgendes umfasst:

Zuweisen verschiedener Anzahlen an Kanalinformationsrückkopplungsbits zu Kanälen verschiedener Qua-
lität gemäß einer voreingestellten Richtlinie des dynamischen Zuweisens von Bits.
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2. Kanalzustandsinformationsrückmeldungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei: vor dem Bestimmen des Rückmel-
dungscodeworts in dem Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuch gemäß den Kanalzustandsinformationen, das Ver-
fahren weiterhin Folgendes umfasst:

Durchführen einer Kanalschätzung für jeden Abwärtskanal zum Erhalten einer Kanalmatrix jedes Abwärtskanals
und Zerlegen der Kanalmatrix zum Erhalten einer Kanalrichtungsinformationsmatrix jedes Abwärtskanals, wobei
die Kanalrichtungsinformationsmatrix jedes Abwärtskanals die Kanalzustandsinformationen jedes Kanals um-
fasst.

3. Kanalzustandsinformationsrückmeldungsverfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei:

das Rückmeldungscodewort ein Codewort mit dem kürzesten Sehnenabstand zu der Kanalrichtungsinforma-
tionsmatrix in dem Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuch ist.

4. Informationsverarbeitungsverfahren in einem Co-MIMO-Kommunikationssystem mit finiter Rückmeldung, wobei die
Gesamtzahl an zugewiesenen Bits in dem Mobilsystem eine voreingestellte finite Zahl ist, wobei das Verfahren
Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen, durch eine Basisstation, eines von einer Mobilstation gesendeten dynamischen Zuweisungser-
gebnisses, wobei das dynamische Zuweisungsergebnis ein Ergebnis dessen ist, dass die Mobilstation die
Anzahl an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsbits jedem Abwärtskanal dynamisch gemäß einer Qualität jedes
Abwärtskanals zuweist; wobei der Schritt des dynamischen Zuweisens der Anzahl an Kanalinformationsrück-
meldungsbits zu jedem Kanal gemäß einer Qualität des Kanals Folgendes umfasst: Zuweisen verschiedener
Anzahlen an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsbits zu Kanälen mit unterschiedlicher Qualität gemäß einer vor-
eingestellten Richtlinie des dynamischen Zuweisens von Bits;
Bestimmen, durch eine Basisstation, einer Größe eines Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchs gemäß dem
Zuweisungsergebnis und Generieren eines Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchs;
Empfangen einer durch die Mobilstation gesendeten Rückmeldungscodewortindexzahl, Finden eines entspre-
chenden Rückmeldungscodeworts in dem Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuch gemäß der Rückmeldungsco-
dewortindexzahl und Erhalten von durch die Mobilstation von dem Rückmeldungscodewort zurückgemeldeten
Kanalzustandsinformationen, wobei die Indexzahl eine Kennung des Rückmeldungscodeworts ist; und
Durchführen eines Vorcodierungsdesigns gemäß den Kanalzustandsinformationen.

5. Informationsverarbeitungsverfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei: nach dem Durchführen eines Vorcodierungsdesigns
gemäß den Kanalzustandsinformationen, das Verfahren weiterhin Folgendes umfasst:

Setzen eines anderen Leistungszuweisungsfaktors für jede Mobilstation gemäß einer voreingestellten Abfra-
getabelle und Zuweisen von Leistung zu jeder Mobilstation.

6. Mobilstation, in einem Co-MIMO-Kommunikationssystem mit finiter Rückmeldung, wobei die Gesamtzahl an zuge-
wiesenen Bits in dem Mobilsystem eine voreingestellte finite Zahl ist, wobei die Mobilstation Folgendes umfasst:

ein Dynamisches-Bit-Zuweisungsmodul (320), konfiguriert zum Zuweisen der Anzahl an Kanalinformations-
rückmeldungsbits zu jedem Abwärtskanal dynamisch gemäß einer Qualität jedes Abwärtskanals;
ein erstes Sendemodul (330), konfiguriert zum Senden eines Ergebnisses des Zuweisens der Anzahl an Ka-
nalinformationsrückmeldungsbits zu einer Basisstation,
ein Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchgenerierungsmodul (350), konfiguriert zum Bestimmen der Größe ei-
nes Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchs jedes Abwärtskanals gemäß der durch das Dynamisches-Bit-Zu-
weisungsmodul (320) zugewiesenen Anzahl an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsbits und Generieren eines
Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchs;
ein Rückmeldungscodewortbestimmungsmodul (370), konfiguriert zum Bestimmen eines Rückmeldungscode-
worts in dem Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuch gemäß Kanalzustandsinformationen, wobei das Rückmel-
dungscodewort ausgelegt ist zum Rückmelden der Kanalzustandsinformationen; und
ein zweites Sendemodul (390), konfiguriert zum Senden einer durch das Rückmeldungscodewortbestimmungs-
modul bestimmten Rückmeldungscodewortindexzahl an die Basisstation, wobei die Indexzahl eine Kennung
des Rückmeldungscodeworts ist;
wobei das Dynamisches-Bit-Zuweisungsmodul (320) konfiguriert ist zum Zuweisen unterschiedlicher Anzahlen
an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsbits zu Kanälen unterschiedlicher Qualität gemäß einer voreingestellten
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Richtlinie des dynamischen Zuweisens von Bits.

7. Mobilstation nach Anspruch 6, weiterhin umfassend ein Kanalschätzmodul (310) zum Schätzen von Kanälen, wobei
das Kanalschätzmodul Folgendes umfasst:

eine Schätzeinheit (311), konfiguriert zum Durchführen einer Kanalschätzung für jeden Kanal zum Erhalten
einer Kanalmatrix des Kanals; und
eine Zerlegungseinheit (312), konfiguriert zum Zerlegen der Kanalmatrix zum Erhalten einer Kanalrichtungsin-
formationsmatrix jedes Kanals, wobei die Kanalrichtungsinformationsmatrix jedes Kanals Kanalzustandsinfor-
mationen jedes Kanals umfasst.

8. Mobilstation nach Anspruch 7, wobei:

das Rückmeldungscodewort ein Codewort mit dem kürzesten Sehnenabstand zu der Kanalrichtungsinforma-
tionsmatrix in dem Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuch ist.

9. Basisstation in einem Co-MIMO-Kommunikationssystem mit finiter Rückmeldung, wobei die Gesamtanzahl an zu-
gewiesenen Bits in dem Mobilsystem eine voreingestellte finite Zahl ist, wobei die Basisstation Folgendes umfasst:

ein erstes Empfangsmodul (420), konfiguriert zum Empfangen eines durch eine Mobilstation gesendeten dy-
namischen Zuweisungsergebnisses, wobei das dynamische Zuweisungsergebnis ein Ergebnis dessen ist, dass
die Mobilstation die Anzahl an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungsbits jedem Abwärtskanal dynamisch gemäß
einer Qualität jedes Abwärtskanals zuweist; wobei verschiedene Anzahlen an Kanalinformationsrückmeldungs-
bits Kanälen unterschiedlicher Qualität gemäß einer voreingestellten Richtlinie des dynamischen Zuweisens
von Bits zugewiesen werden;
ein Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchgenerierungsmodul (430), konfiguriert zum Bestimmen der Größe ei-
nes Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuchs gemäß dem Zuweisungsergebnis und Generieren eines Kanalzu-
standsinformationscodebuchs;
ein zweites Empfangsmodul (440), konfiguriert zum Empfangen einer durch die Mobilstation gesendeten Rück-
meldungscodewortindexzahl, wobei die Indexzahl eine Kennung eines Rückmeldungscodeworts ist;
ein Rückmeldungscodewortbestimmungsmodul (450), konfiguriert zum Finden eines entsprechenden Rück-
meldungscodeworts in dem Kanalzustandsinformationscodebuch gemäß der durch das zweite Empfangsmodul
empfangenen Rückmeldungscodewortindexzahl und Erhalten von durch die Mobilstation zurückgemeldeten
Kanalzustandsinformationen von dem Rückmeldungscodewort; und
ein Vorcodierungsdesignmodul (460), konfiguriert zum Durchführen eines Vorcodierungsdesigns gemäß den
durch das Rückmeldungscodewortbestimmungsmodul (450) erhaltenen Kanalzustandsinformationen.

10. Basisstation nach Anspruch 9, die weiterhin Folgendes umfasst:

ein Leistungszuweisungsmodul (470), konfiguriert zum Einstellen eines anderen Leistungszuweisungsfaktors
für jede Mobilstation gemäß einer voreingestellten Abfragetabelle und Zuweisen von Leistung zu jeder Mobil-
station.

11. Mehrfacheingangs-Mehrfachausgangs-Kommunikationssystem (MIMO - "Multi-Input Multi-Output"), umfassend
mindestens zwei Basisstationen nach einem der Ansprüche 9 bis 10 und mindestens eine Mobilstation nach einem
der Ansprüche 6 bis 8.

Revendications

1. Procédé de retour d’informations de canal dans un système de communication MIMO coordonné (Co-MIMO) avec
retour fini, où le nombre total de bits alloués dans le système cellulaire est un nombre fini prédéfini, le procédé
comprenant les étapes suivantes :

allouer (S101), par une station mobile, un nombre de bits de retour d’informations de canal à chaque canal de
liaison descendante de manière dynamique, suivant la qualité de chaque canal de liaison descendante ;
déterminer (S 102), par la station mobile, une taille d’un livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal de chaque
canal de liaison descendante suivant le nombre de bits de retour d’informations de canal alloués à chaque
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canal de liaison descendante de manière dynamique, et générer, par la station mobile, un livre de codes
d’informations d’état de canal ;
déterminer (S103), par la station mobile, un mot de code de retour dans le livre de codes d’informations d’état
de canal suivant des informations d’état de canal, où le mot de code de retour est conçu pour retourner les
informations d’état de canal ; et
envoyer (S104), par la station mobile, un résultat d’allocation du nombre de bits de retour d’informations de
canal à la station de base, et envoyer, par la station mobile, un numéro d’index du mot de code de retour à la
station de base, où le numéro d’index est un identificateur du mot de code de retour ;
où l’étape comprenant d’allouer le nombre de bits de retour d’informations de canal à chaque canal de manière
dynamique suivant la qualité du canal comprend l’étape suivante :

allouer différents nombres de bits de retour d’informations de canal à des canaux de différentes qualités
suivant une politique prédéfinie d’allocation dynamique de bits.

2. Procédé de retour d’informations d’état de canal selon la revendication 1, dans lequel : avant de déterminer le mot
de code de retour dans le livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal suivant les informations d’état de canal, le
procédé comprend en outre les étapes suivantes :

effectuer une estimation de canal pour chaque canal de liaison descendante pour obtenir une matrice de canal
de chaque canal de liaison descendante, et décomposer la matrice de canal pour obtenir une matrice d’infor-
mations de direction de canal de chaque canal de liaison descendante, où la matrice d’informations de direction
de canal de chaque canal de liaison descendante comprend les informations d’état de canal de chaque canal.

3. Procédé de retour d’informations d’état de canal selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :

le mot de code de retour est un mot de code ayant la distance à la corde la plus courte à la matrice d’informations
de direction de canal dans le livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal.

4. Procédé de traitement d’informations dans un système de communication Co-MIMO avec retour fini, dans lequel
le nombre total de bits alloués dans le système cellulaire est un nombre fini prédéfini, le procédé comprenant les
étapes suivantes :

recevoir, par une station de base, un résultat d’allocation dynamique envoyé par une station mobile, où le
résultat d’allocation dynamique est un résultat de l’allocation par la station mobile du nombre de bits de retour
d’informations de canal à chaque canal de liaison descendante de manière dynamique suivant la qualité de
chaque canal de liaison descendante ; où l’étape d’allocation du nombre de bits de retour d’informations de
canal à chaque canal de manière dynamique suivant la qualité du canal comprend d’allouer différents nombres
de bits de retour d’informations de canal à des canaux de différentes qualités suivant une politique prédéfinie
d’allocation dynamique de bits ;
déterminer, par une station de base, une taille d’un livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal suivant le
résultat d’allocation, et générer un livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal ;
recevoir un numéro d’index de mot de code de retour envoyé par la station mobile, trouver un mot de code de
retour correspondant dans le livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal suivant le numéro d’index de mot de
code de retour ; et obtenir des informations d’état de canal retournées par la station mobile à partir du mot de
code de retour, où le numéro d’index est un identificateur du mot de code de retour ; et
exécuter une conception de précodage suivant les informations d’état de canal.

5. Procédé de traitement d’informations selon la revendication 4, dans lequel : après avoir exécuté une conception de
précodage suivant les informations d’état de canal, le procédé comprend en outre l’étape suivante :

définir un facteur d’allocation de puissance différent pour chaque station mobile suivant une table d’interrogation
prédéfinie, et allouer une puissance à chaque station mobile.

6. Station mobile dans un système de communication Co-MIMO avec retour fini, dans lequel le nombre total de bits
alloués dans le système cellulaire est un nombre fini prédéfini, la station mobile comprenant :

un module d’allocation de bits dynamique (320), configuré pour allouer le nombre de bits de retour d’informations
de canal à chaque canal de liaison descendante de manière dynamique suivant la qualité de chaque canal de
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liaison descendante ;
un premier module d’envoi (330), configuré pour envoyer un résultat d’allocation du nombre de bits de retour
d’informations de canal à une station de base ;
un module de génération de livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal (350), configuré pour déterminer la
taille d’un livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal de chaque canal de liaison descendante suivant le
nombre de bits de retour d’informations de canal alloués par le module d’allocation de bits dynamique (320),
et générer un livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal ;
un module de détermination de mot de code de retour (370), configuré pour déterminer un mot de code de
retour dans le livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal suivant des informations d’état de canal, où le mot
de code de retour est conçu pour retourner les informations d’état de canal ; et
un second module d’envoi (390), configuré pour envoyer un numéro d’index de mot de code de retour déterminé
par le module de détermination de mot de code de retour à la station de base, où le numéro d’index est un
identificateur du mot de code de retour ;
où le module d’allocation de bits dynamique (320) est configuré pour allouer différents nombres de bits de retour
d’informations de canal à des canaux de différentes qualités suivant une politique prédéfinie d’allocation dyna-
mique de bits.

7. Station mobile selon la revendication 6, comprenant en outre un module d’estimation de canal (310) pour estimer
des canaux, où le module d’estimation de canal comprend :

une unité d’estimation (311), configurée pour effectuer une estimation de canal pour chaque canal pour obtenir
une matrice de canal du canal ; et
une unité de décomposition (312), configurée pour décomposer la matrice de canal pour obtenir une matrice
d’informations de direction de canal de chaque canal, où la matrice d’informations de direction de canal de
chaque canal comprend les informations d’état de canal de chaque canal.

8. Station mobile selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle :

le mot de code de retour est un mot de code ayant la distance à la corde la plus courte à la matrice d’informations
de direction de canal dans le livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal.

9. Station de base, dans un système de communication Co-MIMO avec retour fini, dans laquelle le nombre total de
bits alloués dans le système cellulaire est un nombre fini prédéfini, la station de base comprenant :

un premier module de réception (420), configuré pour recevoir un résultat d’allocation dynamique envoyé par
une station mobile, où le résultat d’allocation dynamique est un résultat d’allocation par la station mobile du
nombre de bits de retour d’informations de canal à chaque canal de liaison descendante de manière dynamique
suivant la qualité de chaque canal de liaison descendante ; où différents nombres de bits de retour d’informations
de canal sont alloués à des canaux de différentes qualités suivant une politique prédéfinie d’allocation dynamique
de bits ;
un module de génération de livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal (430), configuré pour déterminer la
taille d’un livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal suivant le résultat d’allocation, et générer un livre de
codes d’informations d’état de canal ;
un second module de réception (440), configuré pour recevoir un numéro d’index de mot de code de retour
envoyé par la station mobile, où le numéro d’index est un identificateur de mot de code de retour ;
un module de détermination de mot de code de retour (450), configuré pour trouver un mot de code de retour
correspondant dans le livre de codes d’informations d’état de canal suivant le numéro d’index de mot de code
de retour reçu par le second module de réception, et obtenir des informations d’état de canal retournées par
la station mobile à partir du mot de code de retour ; et
un module de conception de précodage (460), configuré pour exécuter une conception de précodage suivant
les informations d’état de canal obtenues par le module de détermination de mot de code de retour (450).

10. Station de base selon la revendication 9, comprenant en outre :

un module d’allocation de puissance (470), configuré pour définir un facteur d’allocation de puissance différent
pour chaque station mobile suivant une table d’interrogation prédéfinie, et allouer une puissance à chaque
station mobile.
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11. Système de communication à entrées multiples et sorties multiples (MIMO), comprenant au moins deux stations
de base selon l’une quelconque des revendications 9 à 10, et au moins une station mobile selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 8.
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